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Awesome 4 Year Old Poop Emoji
If you're looking for small volleyball gifts, volleyball birthday gifts, volleyball gifts for kids, cheap volleyball gifts volleyball
gifts bulk, or funny volleyball gifts, you need this! This Blank College Ruled Notebook is for writing, doodling, sketching,
memos, notes and more! write stories about life, friends, family, school life, extracurricular activities. Use this book as a
personal journal or diary. Size: 6' x 9', Interior style: College Ruled Lines, Cover: Soft, Number Of Pages: 100 (50 sheets)
Paper Color: White. Purchase for yourself or a loved one today! A great Christmas gift for adults and kids and who loves
volleyball.

Write Here Notebooks
Lined 6x9 journal with 120 blank pages. This is the perfect and inexpensive birthday gift to doodle, sketch, put stickers,
write memories, or take notes in. Grab this amazing journal gift now!
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Valentine's Day Emoji
Lined 6x9 journal with 120 blank pages. This is the perfect and inexpensive birthday gift to doodle, sketch, put stickers,
write memories, or take notes in. Grab this amazing journal gift now!

Awesome 17 Year Old Poop Emoji
Furious Emoji Emoticons Notebook Emoji Notebook, Blank Composition Book, Emoji Notebooks for Girls/Boys, Emoji School
Supplies Notebook for School / Teacher / Office / Student is a 120 pages Notebook featuring Emoji on a Matte-finish cover.
Perfect gift for parents, gradparents, kids, boys, girls, youth and teens as a Furious Emoji gift. 120 pages 6x9 White-color
paper Matte Finish Cover for an elegant look and feel Do you love emojis? Well Emoji Notebooks allow you to expand and
celebrate your emoji love with our emoji lovers based blank composition notebooks. This Special Edition emoji notebook are
great for: journaling, note-taking, writing, doodling, drawing, lyric writing, poetry, sketching designs like patterns and
mandalas. You can use our blank notebooks as a journal, a diary, composition book, song writing notebook, a gratitude
journal, an art journal or even as a sketchbook. Are you looking for a Emoticons ? Furious Emoji ? Furious Notebook ? Then
click on our brand and check ","the hundreds more custom options and top designs in our shop!

Volleyball Journal Notebook
- Diary, Notebook has Graph Paper, with 80 Sheets (160 Pages), measuring at 8"x10", Matte, Perfect Bound Flexible
SoftCover. Suitable for Note-taking, Journaling, Bullet Journaling, Scrapbooking, Sketching, Quotations or poems. Printed in
the USA.

The Giving Tree
As The Giving Tree turns fifty, this timeless classic is available for the first time ever in ebook format. This digital edition
allows young readers and lifelong fans to continue the legacy and love of a household classic that will now reach an even
wider audience. Never before have Shel Silverstein's children's books appeared in a format other than hardcover. Since it
was first published fifty years ago, Shel Silverstein's poignant picture book for readers of all ages has offered a touching
interpretation of the gift of giving and a serene acceptance of another's capacity to love in return. Shel Silverstein's
incomparable career as a bestselling children's book author and illustrator began with Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back. He
is also the creator of picture books including A Giraffe and a Half, Who Wants a Cheap Rhinoceros?, The Missing Piece, The
Missing Piece Meets the Big O, and the perennial favorite The Giving Tree, and of classic poetry collections such as Where
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the Sidewalk Ends, A Light in the Attic, Falling Up, Every Thing On It, Don't Bump the Glump!, and Runny Babbit. And don't
miss these other Shel Silverstein ebooks, Where the Sidewalk Ends, and A Light in the Attic!

Diary of a Blank Emoji, Book 1: Emoji Academy
My Emoji Diary Journal is a 6x9 inch blank book with 110 lined pages for all your secrets, dreams, ideas, thoughts, coloring,
goals, school notes or drawings! This sturdy paperback cover notebook features a super cute cool emoji rainbow cover
design.

Emoji Notebooks
Cute Emoji Notebooks for Kids and Adults, Girls & Boys. Get yours today! GIFT IDEAS | DIARY | FOR DRAWING, WRITING,
PAINTING, SKETCHING, DOODLING | ORGANIZATION | TIME MANAGEMENT | EXERCISE BOOK | Interior of this notebook: Lined
with a margin, White paper, Total 120 pages (60 sheets) Emoji "KISS" Notebook A cool Notebook to write and perfect gift for
people who like to have fun Funny gift for man, women, her, him, boyfriend and girlfriend, parents and grandparents Good
gift ideas for girls and boys Funny notebooks perfect for fun and learning Plan your every day with our notebooks. Interior of
this notebook: Lined with a margin Good quality white paper Comfortable notebook size - between A4 to A5 Premium design
Total 120 pages included: cover page with a space for Your name: "This Notebook Belongs to" �� Notebooks and journals are
the perfect gift for any occasion, particularly as �� Birthday gifts & �� Christmas gifts ➡️ "Emoji Notebook" is a series of funny
notebooks. ➡️ You can buy notebooks with a different number of pages from me. I have prepared various series, color and
interior variants of notebooks - especially for You. ➡️ Available interiors of notebooks created by me: blank | blank with page
numbers | lined paper | lined paper "journal" | blank & lined paper | lined paper with first page: "this notebook belongs to" |
dots paper | sketch book | music sheet and other | | | Paper: White | Cream | | | Cover Finish: Matte | Glossy Make Your Life
Easier! Stop procrastinating and get stuff done! Make Your Dreams Come True!

Awesome 13 Year Old Poop Emoji
Lined 6x9 journal with 120 blank pages. This is the perfect and inexpensive birthday gift to doodle, sketch, put stickers,
write memories, or take notes in. Grab this amazing journal gift now!

Awesome 7 Year Old Poop Emoji
Diego's Etchbook - your favorite journal for jotting down thoughts, ideas, doodles and notes. Stand out from the crowd with
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your personalized Emoji styled Etchbooks diary. 100 white pages, perfect-bound, blank, 6 x 9, soft-back notebook with a
matte finish.

Kiss Emoji Notebook - This Notebook Belongs to - Funny Yellow Journal / Diary / Composition
Book / Motivational / Time Planner
Lined 6x9 journal with 120 blank pages. This is the perfect and inexpensive birthday gift to doodle, sketch, put stickers,
write memories, or take notes in. Grab this amazing journal gift now!

Awesome 14 Year Old Poop Emoji
Lined 6x9 journal with 120 blank pages. This is the perfect and inexpensive birthday gift to doodle, sketch, put stickers,
write memories, or take notes in. Grab this amazing journal gift now!

Love Stinks
Lined 6x9 journal with 120 blank pages. This is the perfect and inexpensive birthday gift to doodle, sketch, put stickers,
write memories, or take notes in. Grab this amazing journal gift now!

I'd Like to Apologize to Every Teacher I Ever Had
The popular television star recounts the year he spent teaching at Philadelphia's largest high school, the challenges he
encountered in keeping students engaged, and his memories of posing disciplinary challenges to his own instructors as a
teenager.

Etchbooks Arthur, Emoji, Blank
Blank is an emoji that is struggling to find his expression and he just cannot find a way to fit into the emoji world. He
already failed to get uploaded in his first year of Emoji Academy. He has one more try to make it work. Will he succeed? Or
is he doomed to be a failure for ever? Follow along the exciting journey of self-discovery through the entries in his diary app
and find outt!A fun diary-form story for kids and teens (even adults) with fun sketches throughout! :)
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Etchbooks Gerald, Emoji, Blank
Blank Lined Journal 6x9 120 Pages Notebook for Writing, Planning or Journaling (Blank Notebooks and Journals) This perfect
sized blank lined notebook is just right for so many uses. With its pretty cover and inspirational quote this soft cover
notebook looks lovely on any desk, bedside table or bookshelf. Could be used as a daily planner, agenda or journal or
simply as a handy place to jot down ideas or make that ever present to do list. 120 pages can be used as a journal,
notebook or diary 6" x 9" Paperback notebook, soft matte cover Perfect for gel pen, ink or pencils Great size to carry
everywhere in your bag, for work, class, travel etc. It will make a great gift for any special occasion: Graduation, Christmas,
Secret Santa, Birthday, end of year Teacher gift

Rainbow Emoji Poop Journal
My Emoji Diary Journal is 8x10 inch blank book with 160 lined pages for all your secrets, dreams, ideas, thoughts, coloring,
goals, school notes or drawings! This sturdy paperback cover notebook features a super cute cool emoji rainbow cover
design for Girls, Boys, Kids, Teens, Men, Women or Adults! This Emoji Journal is the perfect keepsake gift for Birthdays,
Easter, Christmas, Stocking Stuffer, Back to School, Camping, Travel, Party Favor, Sleepover, Vacation, Camper, Road Trip,
Holiday Gift and more!Let your imagination run wild with this cute happy inspirational emoji writing notebook. Personalize
this blank kawaii Emoji Self Journal with records of your travel vacation and road trip adventures in nature, when you go
Camping or Glamping. Use this kawaii blank notepad as place to keep your writing inspirations, goals, zen, yoga, quotes,
gratitude, and so much more! Take this notebook anywhere, it is a great size and fits into large purses, backpacks, and
bags for on the go travel. Makes a great gift for Girls, Boys, Teens, Kids, Men, Women, Nerds, Artist, Writers, Students,
Creative Thinkers, and Emoji Lovers!

Heidi
Do you love emojis? Well Deko Blanks Emoji Notebooks allow you to celebrate and expand your emoji love with our emoji
lovers based blank composition notebooks. This Special Edition emoji notebook includes a blank emoji face on the back
cover so you can Draw Your Own Emoji face any way you want! This emoji notebook like all Deko Blanks notebooks are
great for journaling, note-taking, writing, doodling, drawing, lyric writing, poetry, and even sketching designs like patterns
and mandalas. You can use our blank notebooks as a journal, a diary, composition book, song writing notebook, a gratitude
journal, an art journal or even as a sketchbook. Our unruled notebooks can make the perfect back to school gift, birthday
gift, holiday gift, christmas gift, or anytime gift for the artist, writer, doodler, or student in your life. Deko Blanks Notebooks
are always affordably priced PLUS with a fun and expansive variety of cover designs you can collect as many as you want
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for a quality guilt-free shopping experience. The emojis used on the cover of this book were provided free by Emojione.com.

Smile Is for Free Cute Emoji Rainbow Poop Journal
Emoji notebook journal blank dot grid 120 Pages 8.5 x 11. Cute journal write, draw and used for note taking, journaling, or
planning.

Emoji Notebooks
Lined 6x9 journal with 120 blank pages. This is the perfect and inexpensive birthday gift to doodle, sketch, put stickers,
write memories, or take notes in. Grab this amazing journal gift now!

Diary of a Blank Emoji
Gerald's Etchbook - your favorite journal for jotting down thoughts, ideas, doodles and notes. Stand out from the crowd with
your personalized Emoji styled Etchbooks diary. 100 white pages, perfect-bound, blank, 6 x 9, soft-back notebook with a
matte finish.

Furious Emoji Emoticons Notebook Emoji Notebook, Blank Composition Book, Emoji Notebooks
for Girls/Boys, Emoji School Supplies Notebook for School / Teacher / Office / Student
Lined 6x9 journal with 120 blank pages. This is the perfect and inexpensive birthday gift to doodle, sketch, put stickers,
write memories, or take notes in. Grab this amazing journal gift now!

Awesome 6 Year Old Poop Emoji
The ultimate cool minimalist blank lined notebook for everyone who ever wanted to be a secret agent. Now you can let
everyone know ;) Works as a journal, notepad or diary for all of your most personal ideas and thoughts. A great notebook
for school as well. Give this to that special person in your life - or gift yourself! *Perfect size at 6" x 9" *100 pages
*Softcover bookbinding *Flexible paperback ***** Doodle Books by Tickle Tees designs journals, diaries and notebooks that
are bold, colorful and graphic -- created in fun and trendy designs to inspire you to create great things! Fill these special
and unique books with your original stories, drawings, thoughts, and sketches to share with your friends and the world. Also
great for taking notes in class, journal writing, essays, drawing, sketching, and for just doodling when inspiration hits you!
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Our notebooks and journals make perfect gifts for girls and boys and children at heart -- give these as presents for
birthdays and holidays and of course for Christmas and Hanukkah! Browse our vast library to find one for your needs.

Confused Emoji Notebook - This Notebook Belongs to - Funny Yellow Journal / Diary / Sketch
Book / Motivational / Time Planner
Diary, Notebook has Lined Paper, with 80 Sheets (160 Pages), measuring at 8"x10", Matte, Perfect Bound Flexible
SoftCover. Suitable for Note-taking, Journaling, Bullet Journaling, Scrapbooking, Sketching, Quotations or poems. Printed in
the USA.

Etchbooks Parker, Emoji, Blank
Lined 6x9 journal with 120 blank pages. This is the perfect and inexpensive birthday gift to doodle, sketch, put stickers,
write memories, or take notes in. Grab this amazing journal gift now!

Awesome 10 Year Old Poop Emoji
Do you love emojis? Well Deko Blanks Emoji Notebooks allow you to celebrate and expand your emoji love with our emoji
lovers based blank composition notebooks. This Special Edition emoji notebook includes a blank emoji face on the back
cover so you can Draw Your Own Emoji face any way you want! This emoji notebook like all Deko Blanks notebooks are
great for journaling, note-taking, writing, doodling, drawing, lyric writing, poetry, and even sketching designs like patterns
and mandalas. You can use our blank notebooks as a journal, a diary, composition book, song writing notebook, a gratitude
journal, an art journal or even as a sketchbook. Our unruled notebooks can make the perfect back to school gift, birthday
gift, holiday gift, christmas gift, or anytime gift for the artist, writer, doodler, or student in your life. Deko Blanks Notebooks
are always affordably priced PLUS with a fun and expansive variety of cover designs you can collect as many as you want
for a quality guilt-free shopping experience. The emojis used on the cover of this book were provided free by Emojione.com.

Awesome Since 2003 Poop Emoji
Cute Emoji Notebooks for Kids and Adults, Girls & Boys. Get yours today! GIFT IDEAS | DIARY | FOR DRAWING, WRITING,
PAINTING, SKETCHING, DOODLING | ORGANIZATION | TIME MANAGEMENT | EXERCISE BOOK | Interior of this notebook:
Blank, Unlined, White paper, Total 120 pages (60 sheets) Emoji "ANGRY" Notebook A cool Notebook to write and perfect gift
for people who like to have fun Funny gift for man, women, her, him, boyfriend and girlfriend, parents and grandparents
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Good gift ideas for girls and boys Funny notebooks perfect for fun and learning Plan your every day with our notebooks.
Interior of this notebook: Blank, unlined Good quality white paper Extra large size Premium design Total 120 pages
included: cover page with a space for Your name: "This Notebook Belongs to" �� Notebooks and journals are the perfect gift
for any occasion, particularly as �� Birthday gifts & �� Christmas gifts ➡️ "Emoji Notebook" is a series of funny notebooks. ➡️
You can buy notebooks with a different number of pages from me. I have prepared various series, color and interior variants
of notebooks - especially for You. ➡️ Available interiors of notebooks created by me: blank | blank with page numbers | lined
paper | lined paper "journal" | blank & lined paper | lined paper with first page: "this notebook belongs to" | dots paper |
sketch book | music sheet and other | | | Paper: White | Cream | | | Cover Finish: Matte | Glossy Make Your Life Easier! Stop
procrastinating and get stuff done! Make Your Dreams Come True!

Meh. Blank Emoji Graph Paper Journal
Perfect gift for Valentine's Day for your second half! Perfect for personal use, or for your whole office. Get yours today!
Specifications: Cover Finish: Matte Dimensions: 6" x 9" (15.24 x 22.86 cm) Interior: Blank, White Paper, Unlined Pages: 110
Do you have the feeling like all of your notebooks are plain and boring?Well, if you're looking for something more out of
your notebook, you don't have to look further as this is the ultimate notebook for you. Maybe you really are planning to take
over the world, or maybe you just want to have fun and have an eye-catching notebook. Even if you're not planning on
taking over the world, there are over 100 blank pages for you to fill in with whatever comes to your mind, it's completely up
to you!Start making plans to take over the world now!Journal, drawing book, business plans, you can literally fill this book
with whatever you want. If you are not that type, this book will also serve as a funny and quirky gift that is sure to bring out
a smile in anyone with a sense of humor. So, what are you waiting for? Get writing! Do you have the feeling like all of your
notebooks are plain and boring? Well, if you're looking for something more out of your notebook, you don't have to look
further as this is the ultimate notebook for you. Maybe you really are planning to take over the world, or maybe you just
want to have fun and have an eye-catching notebook. Even if you're not planning on taking over the world, there are over
100 blank pages for you to fill in with whatever comes to your mind, it's completely up to you! Start making plans to take
over the world now! Journal, drawing book, business plans, you can literally fill this book with whatever you want. If you are
not that type, this book will also serve as a funny and quirky gift that is sure to bring out a smile in anyone with a sense of
humor. So, what are you waiting for? Get writing!

I Am a Secret Agent: Emoji Lined Journal (100 Lined Blank Pages, Soft Cover) (Medium 6 X 9 )
Blank lined journal size 6 x 9 Printed on white paper
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Calm Emoji Emoticons Notebook Emoji Notebook, Blank Composition Book, Emoji Notebooks
for Girls/Boys, Emoji School Supplies Notebook for School / Teacher / Office / Student
Blank is an emoji that is struggling to find his expression and he just cannot find a way to fit into the emoji world. He
already failed to get uploaded in his first year of Emoji Academy. He has one more try to make it work. Will he succeed? Or
is he doomed to be a failure for ever? Follow along the exciting journey of self-discovery through the entries in his diary app
and find out! A fun diary-form story for kids and teens (even adults) with fun sketches throughout!: )

Awesome Since 2006 Poop Emoji
Lined 6x9 journal with 120 blank pages. This is the perfect and inexpensive birthday gift to doodle, sketch, put stickers,
write memories, or take notes in. Grab this amazing journal gift now!

My Diary
Do You Hate Valentines Day? Know Someone Who Does? This Funny Anti-Valentines Day Gift Is Perfect For Anyone With A
Great Sense Of Humor! Your New Journal (Diary, Notebook) Includes: 110 Blank Lined Pages Soft Matte Finish Cover 6x9"
Dimensions

Etchbooks Diego, Emoji, Blank
Lined 6x9 journal with 120 blank pages. This is the perfect and inexpensive birthday gift to doodle, sketch, put stickers,
write memories, or take notes in. Grab this amazing journal gift now!

Smile Emoji Notebook
Calm Emoji Emoticons Notebook Emoji Notebook, Blank Composition Book, Emoji Notebooks for Girls/Boys, Emoji School
Supplies Notebook for School / Teacher / Office / Student is a 120 pages Notebook featuring Emoji on a Matte-finish cover.
Perfect gift for parents, gradparents, kids, boys, girls, youth and teens as a Calm Emoji gift. 120 pages 6x9 White-color
paper Matte Finish Cover for an elegant look and feel Do you love emojis? Well Emoji Notebooks allow you to expand and
celebrate your emoji love with our emoji lovers based blank composition notebooks. This Special Edition emoji notebook are
great for: journaling, note-taking, writing, doodling, drawing, lyric writing, poetry, sketching designs like patterns and
mandalas. You can use our blank notebooks as a journal, a diary, composition book, song writing notebook, a gratitude
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journal, an art journal or even as a sketchbook. Are you looking for a Emoticons ? Calm Emoji ? Calm Notebook ? Then click
on our brand and check ","the hundreds more custom options and top designs in our shop!

Cool, Good, Rage, Smile - Emoji
Arthur's Etchbook - your favorite journal for jotting down thoughts, ideas, doodles and notes. Stand out from the crowd with
your personalized Emoji styled Etchbooks diary. 100 white pages, perfect-bound, blank, 6 x 9, soft-back notebook with a
matte finish.

Angry Emoji Notebook - This Notebook Belongs to - Funny Yellow Journal / Diary / Sketch Book
/ Motivational / Time Planner
Be Your Mood: Be Cool Now This is a perfect bound 6 by 9 wide ruled notebook and journal with matte finish. Each page
comes complete with a mood checker (see inside for details) that you can use to gauge your mood. With this blank lined
notebook and journal you'll start journaling more often. You'll reach toward your goals and never look back. You'll show
everyone why your mood is life. This mood journal to write in can be used as: A prayer journal for daily devotions. A
gratitude journal for giving thanks for everything you have achieved and everyone that has helped you along the way. A
workout journal to keep track and stay motivated! A travel journal to record memories while traveling. A goal journal to set
and keep track of all of your lofty goals. A gag gift to a friend that basically represents the emoji. A journal for kids to use to
find a love of writing. And much more Never forget a moment again with this journal and start a habit that will last you a
lifetime. Channel your mood and discover success now. Scroll up, click buy now, and get ready for your new favorite writing
companion.

Awesome 9 Year Old Poop Emoji
Heidi (1881) is a children’s novel written by Swiss author Johanna Spyri. One of the best-selling books of all time, Heidi is
not only a defining work of Swiss literature, but a beloved masterpiece of children’s fiction. It was adapted into a 1937 film
starring Shirley Temple, and has since gone on to inspire numerous feature films, television series, and animated works. It
is especially popular in Japan, serving as source material for the early hit anime series Heidi, Girl of the Alps. Heidi, a young
orphan girl, is sent by her aunt to live with her grandfather in the Swiss Alps. A reclusive man, he is known as the Alm-Uncle
by the townsfolk he avoids and disdains. Although initially wary of Heidi’s presence, he soon softens, learning to love the
young girl and to appreciate her inherent goodness and unusual intelligence. Although she wants to go to school, he refuses
on account of his distrust of the town and its people. Despite this, Heidi befriends a neighboring family—a young goatherd
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named Peter, his mother Brigitte, and her elderly mother—who eventually accept her as one of their own. When her aunt
Dete returns to take her to Frankfurt, however, her newfound life in the country is exchanged for one of service in the city.
There, she works as a companion for Clara, the crippled daughter of a wealthy family. The two become fast friends, and in
exchange for her love and affection, Heidi is encouraged to learn reading and writing, as well as to study the teachings of
Christianity. She misses the countryside, however, and longs to return to the Swiss Alps once more. Beloved by readers
around the world for well over a century, Johanna Spyri’s Heidi is a classic tale of faith and friendship with lessons for
children and adults alike. With a beautifully designed cover and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of Johanna
Spyri’s Heidi is a classic of Swiss literature and children’s fiction reimagined for modern readers.

Emoji Mood Journal: Happy: A Blank Lined Notebook for Anyone That's Happy
Cute Emoji Notebooks for Kids and Adults, Girls & Boys. Get yours today! GIFT IDEAS | DIARY | FOR DRAWING, WRITING,
PAINTING, SKETCHING, DOODLING | ORGANIZATION | TIME MANAGEMENT | EXERCISE BOOK | Interior of this notebook:
Blank, Unlined, White paper, Total 120 pages (60 sheets) Emoji "CONFUSED" Notebook A cool Notebook to write and perfect
gift for people who like to have fun Funny gift for man, women, her, him, boyfriend and girlfriend, parents and grandparents
Good gift ideas for girls and boys Funny notebooks perfect for fun and learning Plan your every day with our notebooks.
Interior of this notebook: Blank, unlined Good quality white paper Extra large size Premium design Total 120 pages
included: cover page with a space for Your name: "This Notebook Belongs to" �� Notebooks and journals are the perfect gift
for any occasion, particularly as �� Birthday gifts & �� Christmas gifts ➡️ "Emoji Notebook" is a series of funny notebooks. ➡️
You can buy notebooks with a different number of pages from me. I have prepared various series, color and interior variants
of notebooks - especially for You. ➡️ Available interiors of notebooks created by me: blank | blank with page numbers | lined
paper | lined paper "journal" | blank & lined paper | lined paper with first page: "this notebook belongs to" | dots paper |
sketch book | music sheet and other | | | Paper: White | Cream | | | Cover Finish: Matte | Glossy Make Your Life Easier! Stop
procrastinating and get stuff done! Make Your Dreams Come True!

Meh. Blank Emoji Writing Journal
Do you need a notebook to jot down ideas or notes? Are you an inspirational writer and you need a handy notepad to
organize your ideas in? Are you looking for a last minute holiday gift or Christmas stocking stuffer? Well check out our Write
Here Notebooks. Whether you want blank or lined pages, we have the notebooks for you. They're a perfect gift for anyone
who likes to write, doodle, sketch, journal, make lists, take notes, or even the lyricist that wants to jot down a quick line or
two on the go. We also have a variety of different themed notebooks in our stock which can be searched throughout
amazon.com. Hey if you like what we do, or want to let us know a thing or two, leave us a review. Thank you for checking
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us out.

Awesome 5 Year Old Poop Emoji
Parker's Etchbook - your favorite journal for jotting down thoughts, ideas, doodles and notes. Stand out from the crowd with
your personalized Emoji styled Etchbooks diary. 100 white pages, perfect-bound, blank, 6 x 9, soft-back notebook with a
matte finish.
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